
The Long Strange Trip Of The Volkswagen
Beetle
Once upon a time in Germany, amidst the chaos of World War II, a unique car
was born. This car, known as the Volkswagen Beetle, would go on to become an
iconic symbol of freedom, individuality, and industrial innovation. Its journey from
a simple idea to a beloved global phenomenon is nothing short of a long strange
trip.

The story of the Volkswagen Beetle begins with the vision of Adolf Hitler. In the
late 1930s, Hitler wanted to create a car that was affordable and accessible to the
German people. He approached Ferdinand Porsche, a renowned automotive
engineer, to design this vehicle. Porsche accepted the challenge, and thus the
Beetle was born.

However, due to the outbreak of World War II, production of the Beetle was
delayed. The Volkswagen factory was transformed into a war production facility,
manufacturing vehicles and parts for the German military. It wasn't until after the
war that the Beetle could truly embark on its long strange trip.
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In 1945, with Germany in ruins, the British military took control of the Volkswagen
factory. They were initially skeptical of the Beetle and its potential success, but
soon realized its value. The Beetle provided cheap and reliable transportation for
the impoverished German population, and its popularity began to soar.

Fast forward to the 1960s, and the Beetle had made its voyage across the
Atlantic to the United States. Here, it found a new home amidst the counterculture
movement and the rise of the hippie generation. The Beetle became a symbol of
rebellion against conformity and consumerism. Its quirky design and affordable
price made it the perfect car for those seeking an alternative lifestyle.

Throughout the following decades, the Beetle continued its strange journey,
adapting to the changing times and evolving tastes. It underwent various
redesigns and updates, but its essence remained the same - a small, reliable,
and beloved car that captured the hearts of millions.

However, as the new millennium approached, the Beetle began to face
challenges. It struggled to keep up with modern safety and environmental
regulations, and sales started to decline. In 2003, the last Beetle rolled off the
production line in Germany, marking the end of an era.

But just as the Beetle seemed destined for the history books, a new chapter
began. In 2011, Volkswagen announced the revival of the Beetle, with a modern
twist. The new Beetle aimed to capture the spirit of its predecessor while
incorporating the latest automotive technologies. It was a bittersweet moment for
enthusiasts, as they welcomed the return of an old friend with a newfound
appreciation for its legacy.
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The long strange trip of the Volkswagen Beetle continues to this day, as its
presence can still be felt on roads worldwide. Time has not diminished the charm
and charisma of this iconic car. It represents an era of creativity, resilience, and
optimism that continues to inspire generations.

So, the next time you spot a Volkswagen Beetle cruising down the street, take a
moment to appreciate the fascinating journey it has undertaken. From its humble
beginnings in war-torn Germany to its rise as a cultural icon, the Beetle's long
strange trip is a testament to the power of innovation and the enduring connection
between man and machine.
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Sometimes achieving big things requires the ability to think small. This simple
concept was the driving force that propelled the Volkswagen Beetle to become an
avatar of American-style freedom, a household brand, and a global icon. The VW
Bug inspired the ad men of Madison Avenue, beguiled Woodstock Nation, and
has recently been re-imagined for the hipster generation. And while today it is
surely one of the most recognizable cars in the world, few of us know the
compelling details of this car’s story. In Thinking Small, journalist and cultural
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historian Andrea Hiott retraces the improbable journey of this little car that
changed the world.
 
Andrea Hiott’s wide-ranging narrative stretches from the factory floors of Weimar
Germany to the executive suites of today’s automotive innovators, showing how a
succession of artists and engineers shepherded the Beetle to market through
periods of privation and war, reconstruction and recovery. Henry Ford’s Model T
may have revolutionized the American auto industry, but for years Europe
remained a place where only the elite drove cars. That all changed with the
advent of the Volkswagen, the product of a Nazi initiative to bring driving to the
masses. But Hitler’s concept of “the people’s car” would soon take on new
meaning. As Germany rebuilt from the rubble of World War II, a whole generation
succumbed to the charms of the world’s most huggable automobile.
 
Indeed, the story of the Volkswagen is a story about people, and Hiott introduces
us to the men who believed in it, built it, and sold it: Ferdinand Porsche, the
visionary Austrian automobile designer whose futuristic dream of an affordable
family vehicle was fatally compromised by his patron Adolf Hitler’s monomaniacal
drive toward war; Heinrich Nordhoff, the forward-thinking German industrialist
whose management innovations made mass production of the Beetle a reality;
and Bill Bernbach, the Jewish American advertising executive whose team of
Madison Avenue mavericks dreamed up the legendary ad campaign that
transformed the quintessential German compact into an outsize worldwide
phenomenon.
 
Thinking Small is the remarkable story of an automobile and an idea. Hatched in
an age of darkness, the Beetle emerged into the light of a new era as a symbol of
individuality and personal mobility—a triumph not of the will but of the
imagination.
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